ROFU Keyswitch Installation Instructions
for ROFU models 9200,9210, 9220 & 9230
Momentary/Maintained

ROFU Pushbutton Installation Instructions
for ROFU models 9300,9310, 9320 & 9330
DPDT

(back of 9300 button)

1. Remove parts from the box and place your mortise cylinder through the
hole in the cover plate and the cylinder bracket. The teeth should slide around
the grooves. The bracket should drop into the groves in the rear of the plate,
fasten with the ring nut.

NC

2. Depending on the type of cam, choose 2 of the 3 holes for the screw mounting of switch bracket mount at an angle mount for straight cams or horizontally for clover cams.

NO

3. Install switch in bracket and bracket to plate, do not completely tighten,
switch may be vertically adjusted with switch nuts.

C

4. Insert Key into cylinder and rotate until cam pushes down on switch and
audible click is heard. Tighten all screws and nuts now. Counterclockwise
rotation of key should not allow straight cam to strike switch plunger
5. Check once more to ensure proper alignment.
6. Slide color coded connector/leads over terminals on switch according to
diagram, depending on fail secure or fail safe system.

Lamp Terminals
1. Remove parts from the box. Place pushbutton in hole, align, tighten with ring nut.
2. Slip connector leads over the “Common” (C) and “Normally Open” (NO) or “Normally
Closed” (NC) terminals, depending on whether fail secure or fail safe releases are
operated.
3. In case a lamp is used, make sure the slot on one side of the lamp slides into the ridge
inside the switch cavity. Observe polarity for the lamp terminals and voltage.
4. Install in standard electric utility box or pull-station fire alarm box for surface application
or mount on 1 3/4” aluminum profile (9310,9330) NOTE: Utility boxes are not supplied.
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marked on either models.
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9. If you discover that the NC on the maintained switch is not working as NC,
please push the button then try it again

COM

Black

8. Fasten plates to electric utility box (mortise or surface type) with spanner
head screws (wrench supplied).
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7. Wire nuts leads to wires of appliance (electric lock etc) check for proper
operation.

